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The Daily Bull is probably not suitable for those under age 18 and should not be taken seriously... like Tech hockey!

Where can one watch Zanzibar the Great go on a vindictive killing spree after being
elected to the post of Head
Lizard for the 305th time in
a row? Where would you
go to see somebody who
was late to work because
they were engulfed by the
Atlantic Ocean, rescued by
the famed Yellow Submarine, and shot like a torpedo
out of said bright buoyant
boat? Where should you go
if you simply want to hear
someone sing about their
mother’s lack of socks? Well,
the answer to that is… *drumroll*… The Troupe Show,
MUB ballroom A from 7-9
this Friday!
In case you’re wondering what the heck I’m talking about, the Troupe is a
student group devoted to
improvisational acting—basically like SNL, but cooler
because we really ARE live.
We wear these ridonkulous
bright clown-pants and go
into our shows not even
...Troupe on back

Breakfast fun.

By Daily Bull staff members other than Ray and Mike

There is something that we, the observant members of the Daily Bull Staff, have
noticed lately. Considering the complete
horrendous ratio of males to females, it
has become quite obvious that there are
people having sex. This may not seem
possible or logical in a place where the
average guy is a CS major, but let me
remind you of the most important
lesson of Jurassic Park….
Nature finds a way.
Now, to be fair, we
have decided to actually let some of
these people speak
out. Of course, the
only way to know
for certain who was
actually having sex was
to either catch them, or
just track down pregnant girls
and talk to them or their guys. After
getting slapped a few times and one
very sad looking bunny head appearing
in my bed, I decided to just talk to the
parents-to-be. Ironically, I didn’t have to
look far. Two of our very own members
will serve our purpose nicely.

a parent in June. I guess the most basic
question to ask would be quite simply
what was your reaction when you first
learned your women were pregnant?
MIKE: I had bought some waffles when
I also bought the pregnancy test, and
I figured we’d get the test out of the
way and stop worrying, then get
to the waffles. However
when it came out positive, my first thoughts
were “So much for
the waffles”.
RAY: My first concern was quite simply how we were
going to take care
of the child, unfortunately for me there’d
been no waffles in my future
anyways.
Now I understand both of you have,
or are having, boys. Was that what you
were hoping for?

MIKE: Despite being raised in Ann Arbor,
where the radical feminist community
So now here we sit with Mike Lennon, has everyone believing that the penis
proud father of his one month old son, is evil, I was actually quite proud to be
and Ray Martens, who is due to become

...see Babies Waffles on back

This issue is now about Waffles.
Delicious, butter-milky waffles.
M-m-mmmm...
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By The Troupe!
~ Guest Writers ~

Pic o’ the Day
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Super Troupers

On Kids
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“If you watch a game, it’s fun. If
you play at it, it’s recreation. If
you work at it, it’s golf.”
~Bob Hope

...Troupe from front

knowing what games we’re going to
be playing, much less having anything
so organized as a script. We let the
audience choose our games from a
sack of jenga blocks and give us a
topic or two, then make it up from
there.

Waffles!

Daily Bull
KING OF ALL COSMOS
Nathan “Invincible” Miller
FACULTY
ADVISOR
Mega David Olson

DELICIOUS!
Waffles!

NEW PRINTER!
It’s coming!
BUSINESS
MANAGER
Caitlyn Pierce

Nathan “Invincible” Miller, Tim Kotula, John Earnest, Caitlyn Pierce,
Liz Fujita, Jeremy Mr. Sunshine Loucks, Simon Mused, John Pastore,
Deforrest Warren, Ivan Lysenko, Zach Simpson, Bert Jerkins = Brett
Jenkins, Madelyn Hilty, Ryan Richards, Matt Villa, Mark Cruth, Mary
Kennedy, Kiri Kennedy, Elizabeth Masters, Kayla Herrera, Mike Lennon,
Heather Vingsness, Hylinn Taggart, Ray Martens, Lauren Allen, Benjamin
Loucks, Tyler Botbyl, and anyone dumb enough to have used a waffle
iron to press their clothes.
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The Daily Bull would like to thank the Daily Bull for
buying our own damn printer that this publication
is printed on. We would also like to thank the Student Activity Fee for helping to pay for our paper
and toner costs.

Advertising inquiries, questions &
comments should be directed to
dailybull@gmail.com

So why should you come to our
show? Well first off, it’s fricken hilarious. It’s not every day you get to
watch a screenplay entitled “Shroedinger’s Moose” featuring Lisa the
Crushinator. Second, it’s cheap: $3 a
student, $5 a non-student, and $12
for infants (yes, you heard me: $12
for infants!). Turn that money into dining dollars and you wouldn’t even
be down a quantum burger from
the campus café! (Unless you’re an
infant, in which case I’m impressed
you can even read this.) And last but
not least, we feel sad deep down in
our perineums when people don’t
come to our shows and laugh at us.
...Babies Waffles from front beer pong, my son will be the perfect
And you wouldn’t want to make us
having a son. I anticipate the father/son tag team partner.
sad, would you?
bonding activities that we will be able
to have… teaching my son the proper RAY: Well, most of
So, it’s decided then: you’re going
technique of chugging down a beer in my social activities
a matter of seconds. And of course, are held through the
nothing says bonding time like beating internet, so when I’m
each other half to death, like in 300. trying to study
for that physRAY: I’m a little more neutral about ics test, I’ll be
having a son. I didn’t really care one making him farm
way or the other, however having a gold for me. I’ll
boy now will save my credit cards, be sure to do it
and prevent me from having to spend in Player Vs Playlife in prison for killing the first boy who er areas so that
ever even looks at my daughter.
he lear ns the
value of being
What about school and the social a good sport,
life?
even when he
gets killed every
MIKE: The Baby Bjorn Carrier allows 30 seconds.
me to take my son with me during my
important engagements; while playing

to come to the Troupe show, bring
a friend, and enjoy a hilarious evening
full of improvised what-not!

The Probing
Question
By Tyler Botbyl ~ Daily Bull

Ok all of you have seen the anal
probe from the movies. The scariest
piece of medical equipment ever
developed. Well that is all well and
good until you find out that a new
tool for fighting prostate cancer is actually the transrectal ultrasound. Yeah
you haven’t heard of this. That is because it is such a taboo instrument.
Well now the importance is greater
than ever before and the use of
such a device just might save your
life in the end. The ultrasound device is simply a new wand like tool
that they insert into the rectus and
have a peek see at your prostate.
Well you may say you will never have
one done, but would you rather
have the doctor give you the finger,
you know what I mean. So the next
time you think your safe, think again,
because we biomeds always have
the upper hand!

